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THE GONCOURT PRIZE BOOKS
INTRODUCTION
The Academie Goncourt founded by the will of Edmcnd
de Goncourt, has awarded an annual prize of five thousand
francs thirty-five times since It began to function In 19°3«
The purpose of the following pages is to examine the
prize winning books for outstanding qualities of thought and
literary style and, in some cases, to discuss the circumstances
of the award in order to determine which are most in keeping
with the desires of the founder as expressed in the famous
testament. The intention is also to try to determine which
books appear to possess qualities of permanent value and to
Indicate those authors to whom the Academie Goncourt has render-
ed a real service in bringing them to the attention of the pub-
lic.
The opinions of professional critics, Journalists and
interested individuals will be recognized by giving the source
of statements. Opinions not so designated are the writer's own.
If perchance they appear to agree too closely with any published
criticism, to which no credit has been £iven, this is purely
coincidental. If on the other hand they seem to differ widely
from reputable authorities we can only say that the writer is
merely an American student, not a critic.
Each book will be discussed separately and in some
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detail, not because the writer believes them all to be of equal
value, but to make clear the reasons for selecting certain books
as outstanding and rejecting others, sometimes contrary to
general concession.
For convenience the awards will be discussed in
chronological order loosely divided into decades as a unit for
recapitulation.
The subject is a fascinating one not only because of
the prominent position occupied by the Acaderaie Goncourt and the
interest in their awards displayed by public and press alike,
but also for the numerous by-paths which it suggests. For in-
stance, time and space permitting, how interesting it would be
to go more thoroughly into the literary destiny of the "also-
rans, " to track down the outside influences at various times
brought to bear upon the selections of the Dlx, to study dominat-
ing political opinions and current trends of thought as reflected
in the ascendency of the "homines de droite" or "hommes de gauche!"
Then, too, consideration of the laureates of the Academie G-oncourt
lead one inevitably to consideration of other famous literary
prizes.
However, in this study we shall endeavor to confine
ourselves to awards of the Academie G-oncourt and attendant cir-
cumstances which have immediate relation to these awards.
E. A. G.
1<
•
• - *
f
CHAPTER I
THE ORIGINS OF THE ACADEMIE GONCOURT
Inconsistent with the character of the Goncourts as
it may at first seem, the founding of an academy which would
bear their name had long been a dream of the brothers, but it
was not until many years after the death of Jules (1830-1870)
that the project was first mentioned in the press. It was in
June, 1882 that Le Bien Public published an article the sub-
stance of which was that in his will Edmond de Goncourt had made
provision for founding an Academy of ten members, each of whom
should receive a life annuity of six thousand francs and that
each year a prize of five thousand francs should be awarded by
the Academy for the best work of imagination.
From then until the death of Edmond de Goncourt
(July 16, I896) the will was constantly modified and the list of
future Academicians frequently revised as tentative candidates
died, were received by the Academie Fre.ncaise, or simply fell
from grace in the eyes of Goncourt.
The newspapers, particularly Le Gaulois and L'Echo de
Paris, to which M. Leon Deffoux1 repeatedly rcfere in his in-
teresting article on the Academie Goncourt, had amusing and
pointed things to say about the envy, suspicion and petty in-
1. L'Aoademle Goncourt par Leon Deffoux in Vingt-cinq ane de
literature franchise — Tableau de la vie literature de
France. F. Sant' Andria L. Marceron & Cie. 1895-1920.
Publie' souSla direotion de M. Eugene Montfort. Perls Librairie.
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trigue of the group of more or less young writers surrounding
the master.
After all the prospect of six thousand francs annual
income meant a considerable degree of security to any young
writer (or even to some not so young) hence the understandable,
if not excusable, rivalry. As M, Deffoux says, "Les convo£tiees,
les rivalites n ! etalent pas moindre parmi les privilegies a
qui Goncourt avalent Jete* un mot leur permettant de croire
pqu^ls flguraient sur le testament."
After the death of Goncourt, Alphonse Daudet who had
been very close to the deceased, remarked that he hoped that
the new society would not call itself by the formal name —
Academy and that there would be no president. When the will
was read however, it was found that the name Academy was
specifically indicated, also the provision that the oldest mem-
ber should be president.
Examination of the testament, of portions of the
Journal and of articles dealing with these documents, leads
one to believe that the motives of the Goncourt in founding an
Academy and giving it their name, were, not altogether al-
truistic. It is undoubtedly true that in establishing a fund
that would give ten men of letters the freedom to devote them-
selves entirely to their work and in providing for the annual
2. Rivalry was not less than among the younger writers. M.
Deffoux refers to a remark by Edmond Lepelletier in the .
£cho de Pari 8, August 6, 1SS8: "Ce que ce testament a desarme
de Jeunes manieurs de plumes!"
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prize of five thousand francs to be conferred on "jeunesse,
hardiesse, et talent," they were sincere in their belief that
posterity would be well served by their bequest. At the same
time it revealed that by establishing this monument to the
name of G-oncourt, they orepared to reap posthumously the glory,
the praise and the publicity so little awarded them in this
life. It was even remarked that in throwing out hints to this
one and the other that he might be in the testament, Edmond de
G-oncourt was making sure well in advance that his funeral
would be largely attended.
When Goncourt died there were on his list of future
Academicians only eight living beneficiaries. Alphonse Daudet
died December l6, 1S97 before he had taken his seat therefore
it was necessary to fill three vacancies.
The elections were held April 7, 1900 after La Premiere
Chambre de la Cour d'Appel had upheld the August, 1S97 decision
of the Premiere Chambre du Tribunal Civil debarring the dis-
appointed and disgruntled relatives from the inheritance and
stating that "la creation d'une Academie de ce nom (Goncourt)
ne oresentait rien d' impossible en sol, ni contraire a l'ordre
public et aux bonnes moeurs."
The seven original members in 1900 were: Le'on
Hennique, Gustave Geffroy, J.K. Huysmans - President, Paul
Margueritte, Octave Mlrbeau, Jules and Henry Rosny.
The following were elected to fill the three
vacancies: El emir Bourges, Leon Daudet and Luclen Descatfes.
<1
1 )
* * {
c
i
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According to the testament "Pour avoir l f honneur de
falre parti e de la Socie'te', il sera ne'ceesalre d'etre homme de
lettres, rien qu'un homme de lettres,"^ which explains why the
Academie Goncourt, unlike the Academie Francalse, does not re-
ceive soldiers, statesmen and the like.
It was not until 1903 that the estate was settled, all
legal difficulties were cleared away and the new society ob-
talned from the Conseil d 1 Etat and the Mlnistere de l 1 interleur,
the final papers recognizing the Academy as an agency for the
puMlc good and permitting it to receive the legacy of the
founder.
Six years of litigation were at last over and the
Academy could begin to function. As J. H. Rosny (Alne) remarked,
"La Justice est bolteuse mais elle arrive!" He adds half con-
solingly, "... Malgre tout, l'affalre avait dure infiniment
moins longtemps que les fantastlques proces anglo-saxons dont
Dickens nous entretient dans Bleak House. "^
Unfortunately for the finances of the new Academy, the
legacy was considerably less than expected due to legel fees
and to the diminished value of the collections left by G-oncourt.
The sum available was Insufficient to provide an Income of six
thousand francs yearly to the ten members and an annual prize of
3. Deffoux, Le'on: L» Immortalit e Lltteralre selon M. de G-oncourt
sulvie d'une petite chronologle du testament de l'Academie
Goncourt. Paris. P. M. Delasalle. 1923.
L'Academle Goncourt - Les Salons - Quelques Sditeurs
J. H. Roftny (Aine). Paris. G. Ores et Cle. 1927.
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five thousand francs awarded according to the following spec-
ifications in the testament: 1 A 1 l'egard des 5. 000 livres de
rente, elles seront employes a faire les fonds d'un prix
annuel destine a remunerer une oeuvre d* imagination. Ce prix
sera decerne' au meilleur roman, au meilleur recueil de nouvelles,
au meilltur volume d' impression, au meilleur volume tn prose e
exclusivement en prose oublie dans l'anne'e."
The members decided therefore, to award the annual
prize of five thousand francs but to accent for themselves
temporarily the sum of three thousand francs annually, an
amount which, according to M. Deffoux, was soon raised to f^ur
thousand francs which at that time was ecuivalent to fifteen
thousand francs in 1928.
All financial and legal difficulties having been
satisfactorily disposed of, for the time being at least, the
Academle G-oncourt began to function in 1903 and has been in
existence ever since.
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CHAPTER II
THE FIRST DECADE - 1903 - 1913
1903 Prior to the first award of the Pr: X G-oncourt In 1903,
the consensus of Journalistic and literary opinion was that
the prize would go to Charles - Louis Philippe for his novel
Le Pere Perdrix. However, after short deliberation the award
was made to John -Antoine Nau (i860 - 191S) for La Force ennemle.
Nau, sponsored by Descaves who wrote the preface of the 1931
edition of the book as an affectionate tribute to the memory
of the author, received six votes while the four remaining
votes went to Caraille Mauclalr's La Ville Lumiere.
La Force ennfemie is a strange, confusing, and frequent-
ly brutally naturelis tic
,
story taking olace for the most part
in a retreat for the ir.srne. The main character, Philippe
Veuly, is a madman who feels himself in the clutches of "la
force ennemle" that evil power latent in all mankind, and which
he pictures as a sort of horrible genius come down to earth
from a vile and disorderly world on the star Aldebaran, and
whom he cells "kmohoun."
In sneaking of the award Descaves says, 1 ^e
souhalt des Goncourt n'a Jamais ete mieux accomnll que oar Nau.
Le. distinction dont il etait l'objet ne I 1" a incite ou 1 e
composer d'autres llvres, peu nombreux, lentement, evec soln
et sans eucune oensee de lucre. .... Nau donna l'exemple ....
d'une dlgnite de caract^re et d'un excluelf souci d'art, oui

rappelaient le Prix Goncourt pour en oreciser la significa-
tion et en accroitre le prestige." 1
7/hy then did this first winner of the Frix Goncourt
have comparatively little success with the public?
His friend Jean Royere2 attributes this relatively
small success to "1 1 ajnertume fonciere de ce comique apre et
strident qui epouvante le lecteur," while Descaves speaks of
the personal shyness of the author which prevented him from
pushing himself forward in the literary world, and of the
"perfection de la llgne e'crite" which disconcerts the public -
11 on ne pardonne guere a un romancler le soin qu' 11 prend de
son style
.
1
Although the above reasons have undoubtedly been con-
tributing factors to the situation, it must be noted that
U. Descaves' enthusiasm ao-arently blinds him to the facts that
many a personally retiring writer has had an enormous reading
public and that "la perfection de la ligne ecrite" did not
turn the public from Merimee, Gautier, Flaubert and Maupassant -
to mention only a few writers of beautiful French known to every
reader.
In speaking of Nau's Preteur d' amour, 3 Lalou mentions
the "monotone eerie" of tawdry love affaire of the main character.
~
"refrce t-. l c<31 e^.ltl n of La Force ennemle, I-arilT Fl F.mmarion
.
2. Symbolist poet, follower of L'allatfBie". Above criticism
applied to Nau's Cristobal, written in verse.
3. Hi3toire De Lr Litterature Franpaise Contem. oralne (1S70
A Noeftours) Farls. G. Cr£s et Cie. 192*4-
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In this ••vriter's opinion it Is this "monotone serie" of events
combined with a confusion of ideas due to the intricacy of the
style, rather than its "perfection" per se, that disconcerts
the reader. Even violence and cerebral tragedy become monotone
ous when there is too much of it in one volume.
As has been mentioned before, the runner-up for the
first award was Camllle Mauclalr whose candidacy was uoheld by
a firm minority. Says Rosny alne", "nous dimes de Mauclalr tout
le bien qu'il merite, nous fines valoir son effort deja conslder-
able et fort nal recom ense." Mauclalr, perhaps better known
as an essayist, critic and aesthetlclan than as a novelist, was
then in his early thirties while Nau was over forty. This
immediately brought up the question - how old must a man be be-
fore he is no longer of "la Jeunesse?" The question was discussed
but no resolution taken.
190^- In 190*4- the prize wae given to Leon Frapie' for La
Uaternelle, realistically written as a Journal from the point
of view of an educated young woman forced by circumstances to
accept the poorly paid, heart-breaking position of "femme de
service" in a school for very young children in a desperately
poor quarter of Paris.
After thirty-four years this book by FraMe' is still
deeoly moving. Messrs. De Becourt and Cunliffe say of him:
"The real interest of Frapie *s books lies in a sene and sound
psychology* i n the descriptions true to life, in the dialogues
made up of words which have really been pronounced by children.
rc
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His stories of the children of the poor will always be
read with pleasure and emotion." - Not with pure pleasure
perhaps, but certainly with emotion. The weakness of the book
lies in the over-emphasis on sordidness and in the introduc-
tion of many rambling musings on the part of Rose, the "femme
de service," which break into the vivid and orecise studies of
the children.
Other books discussed for the 190^ award include:
La Vie d'un Simple by nM« G-uillaumin, Marie Donadleu by Charles-
Louis Philippe end Sarabande by the Leblond brothers. Frapie
was soonsored by J. - K. Huysmans who was particularly opposed
to the candidacy of Philippe. The final vote was again six to
four: six for Frapie' and four for the Leblonds.
1905 The 1905 award went to Claude Farrere for Les Civilizes.
Of this award Rosny Alne says: " . . . . la dispute fut apre ....
y etais parmi les opposants, alnsi que Mirbeau qui trouvait
le llvre tres mediocre. Persuade que Farrere reusslreit au-
pres du public, sans le secours de notre prix, Je pensals qu'
11 valait mleux choisir un livre d'e'gale ve] eur mais •handlcape"
.
H
Although "mediocre" seems too severe a criticism of
Les Civilises with its lmoressive ending, suoer-civill zed main
characters and its brilliant descriptions of Salgnon and the
exotic environs, subseauent work by Farrere would indicate thet
Rosny was more than p little Justified in his opinion. After
several soberly written end well constructed novels combining
exoticism, adventure and even ppsslon - notably Fumees d'or.ium,
-\
1
1
4
i
--
-
: f*» ——
—
^mm——
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Les Civilises, L 1 Homme oui Assassina et La Bataille (considered
by many critics his best work), Farrere turned to the "roman-
feullleton" type of writing with its deficient psychology and
melodramatic plot. In this field he has had marked and continued
success
.
Farrere was recommended to the Academie G-oncourt by
M. Pierre Louys to whom Les Civilises is dedicated and who said
of him after the appearance of Fuine'es d' opium, "On peuts tout
attendre dtt. Jeune ecrivaln capable de composer de tels tableaux."
This year again (1905) there was discussion of a
novel by the Leblonds - Les Sortileges, also of De San Francisco
au Canada by Jules Huret and of Sanctualres et Paysages d'Asie
by Andre Chevrillon.
It is Interesting to note that the last named is a
nephew of Taine who has distinguished himself oerticularly as
a critic of English literature. He was elected to the Academie
Francaise in 1922.
_1906 In 1906 the prize-winning book was Dingley, I'ill^stre
e'crivain by the brothers Je'rome and Jean Tharaud. Its nearest
rivals were Volci I'homme by Andre' Suares et Champi-dbrtu by
G-aston Cherau who became a member of the Academie Goncourt in
192*.
The Tharauds had been secretaries and friends of
Maurice Barres who conslderaDly Influenced their style. In
speaking of the Tharaud manner of writing !J. Pierre Mllle saya,
"Jerome et Jean Tharaud succeed in the unheard-of-feat of com-
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bining the documentation of the Naturalistic school with the
style of Barres. A scholarly, skillful mosaic - too skillful,
perhaps; and yet as substanstial as those so-called Roman ...
mosaics now being unearthed in North Africa as hard and
brilliant as when artist - artisan put the last touches to them
Documentation may seem to have a little the better of imagina-
tion "for several of their works 5 are not novels at all:"
they are brilliant travel notes, or else luminous Mstorlcal
constructions." Mille prefers La Ma'itresse servsnte and A 1
l 1 ombre de la Croix v?ith their finely drawn pictures of Jewish
life in Eastern Europe, to the pri ze-winning book.
Although it seems to be true that documentation has
the better of imagination in the work of the Tharauds, the
brilliant reasoning which dominates sensibility and guides
their pens, keeps them from one of the most striking faults of
naturalism - that of treating everything as of equal Importance
They pick and choose, cut down and polish. In Dlngley they are
not psychologists but aloofly ironic observers which is perhaps
one reason why the name character, largely based on the career
of Rudyerd Kioling, is more a tyne than an individual. It is
interesting to discover that the book is dedicated to that
antithesis of imoerlalism - Romain Rolland.
The Tharauds tell a story well, without too many
^ The French Novel by Pierre Mille. Translated by Elisabeth
Abbott. Phlla. Lippincott. 1930
5. Notably: La Fgte Arabe , Seigneurs d' Atlas, Ravaillac and
Quand Israel e'tait roi.
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words. The brilliantly clear, precise style is coldly admir-
able. Though they have covered many countries and civilizations,
in their most exotic tales they have never adopted the "lush"
style of too many exoticists.
That, like Frapie and Farrere, the Tharauds have
succeeded is evident by the fact that in 1919 they were awarded
the Grand Prix de Lltterature by the Acade'raie Francaise and
that as late 1937 their book Cruelle Espagne was enthusiastically
received.
6
1907 Like the Tharauds, Emile Moselly author of Terres
lorralnes and Winner of the 1907 Prix G-oncourt, was a friend
of Barres who had written the preface to Moselly 1 s Jean de
Brebls in 190^. The name Terres loUTraines indicates the setting,
that of most of this author's work. We have here some delight-
ful glimpse* of old customs of the region, for example, that of
the girls of marrlagable age who go "dailler", also some vivid
pictures of life along the Moselle. However, in the opinion
of the present writer, there is little originality of theme or
6tyle in this depressing story of a fisherman who drives his
quiet, simple-hearted village fiancee first to her sick-bed and
then to suicide by his repeated infidelities and final elope-
ment with a bold, handsome girl from a river barge.
1908 In 1903 the "Dlx" gave the pri-e to Francois De
6. A most interesting discussion of the Tharauds and their
methods by Emile Henrlot may be found in his Nouvelles
Lltteralr.es for ADrll 1937: Les Tharaud et L'Aonel Du
Monde-Lecrand reportage est-lt un g»=nre 11 tte"wraire?
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Miomandre for Ecri"t sur de l'eau. L!ioraandre has been a prolific
writer, first of poetry then of novels, short tales and essays.
He has a talent for half-humorous, half-ironic observation and
a great deal of imagination.
Ecrit sur de l'eau takes olace in Marseille where
the author spent most of his youth. He has also used the extreme
Orient as a setting although, says Laloa, "11 n f approuve nul
besoln d'y aller. Quelques bibelots lui sufflsent a I'evoquer
et la table a travail 1 ui est un monde. "The a.rm-chair
traveler at his best.
The prize-winning book is a satiric and amusing, yet
sympathetic, picture of a young man's first appearance in the
rather polygot "Society" of Marseille. Types found in this milieu
are depicted with deadly accuracy: the father of the young hero,
promoter of a "mine d'alc^al" in the Caucasus, who has to leave
town suddenly when things begin to happen; the blonde adventuress,
the fake millionaire, the oomoous father of the carefully reared
young girl. There is a deftness end lightness of touch in the
characterization of the young hero, ole-sing to discover. Eugene
de Montfort says of this quality, "L'humous' le'ger, le romanesaue
un peu facile et la sentimentali te touchr.nte de l'auteur d'
Ecrit sur de l'eau ont un ton queloue peu anglais." He goes on
to suggest what is very probable: that Mionandre was Influenced
by his friends Albert Erland and Gilbert des Voisins, both
partly English.
The ranner-up for the prize of 190S was, according
11
!
1
1
1
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to M. Deffoux, Jean Viollis who also writes about the southern
part of France.
1909 In 1909j after three days of scrutiny, the brothers
Marius and Ary Leblond were unanimously awarded the prize for
their novel, En France. The Leblonds had been previously con-
sidered in 190^ for La Sarabande and again in 1905 Les Sorti-
leges.
En France relates in careful detail the life of a
young Creole who comes to Paris to study and where, in spite of
his French blood, he finds himself a stranger in a 6trange land.
The Leblonds know the Creoles and they know Paris. Creoles
themselves they were born on Reunion Island but made their
literary reputation in Paris. They love the island colonies
and contrast the leisurely life and polite society that abides
by the traditions of an earlier day, with the dirt, confusion
and immorality of the Paris the young student encounters.
Evidently fearful lest Parisians be offended at the unflatter-
ing picture of their city, the authors make tills note at uhe
beginning of their book: "Ce llvre iraprlme', nous nous
apercevone qu'on ^ourrelt le signaler comme un temoignage passlone
centre Paris ...... le roman, s'il a son unite7
,
ne sauralt
pretendre donner une id£e synthetlque de la caDitale; puis
celle qu'll offre est la vision d'un Jeune homme aui
,
n'ayant
point de famllle A Paris, ne neut y connaltre qu'un certain
monde plus facile. C'est le heurt • la metrooole d'un Francals
eleve avec les prtncloes de la vlellle pociete ; c'est la
rI
1
r
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surprlse violente, devant la vie moderne, des conceptions
nouvelles de la famille et de 1 1 e'ducation , des moe^rs libres,
des Jeunes filles af franchles. M
The young Creole, Claude Havel, is sympathetic and
understandabl e: The other charge ters, Creoles and Parisians
alike, seem to this writer to be for the most part types «*-
and not very admirable tyoes. The book is interesting particu-
larly for the point of view from which Paris is regarded. There
is an over-abundance of detail which judicious cutting might
eliminate.
1910 In 1910 Louis Pergaud was crowned by the Academie for
the dramatic aspects of the lives of animals in their struggles
against each other and against man. The author is invariably
on the side of the animals for even the most predatory have to
fight for their very existence. He displays a thorough and
loving acquaintance with the plant and animal life of Frar.che-
Comte' and though one may not agree with his premise?, it is
impossible not to admire the restraint with which the book is
written when such subject matter might so easily lead to maudlin
sentimentality on the oart of a writer less sanely balanced.
This promising author was killed in the War in l^lh
and France lost a man of whom Eugene IZontfont says: M Louis
Prrgaud, lui, etait rable, rustlaue, coureur de bois, et
e'etait un ecrivaln dru, un bon et sain observateur des hetes
et des gens
.
1
a book which brings out
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Pergaud's closest competiter in the final vote for
the Prix was Gaston Roupnel, author of Nono, a story of Burgundy.
The victory of the former caused much comment in the press,
particularly because a candidate favored by Descaves was again
given the prize. Certain critics ooenly refered to him as
"Le Grand Electeur de l'Academie G-oncourt 1 and at this time
1Z. Rene Benjamin, a future laureate, asked M. Descaves and ".
Bourges why the second and succeeding votes were so different
from the first. The answers are interesting: II. Descaves
said that sometimes all the members were not acquainted with
all the books first presented and that after the Initial vote
only works known to all were considered. M. Bourges said that
the first vote was deliberately cast for those who had little
chance, then they were given "une-petite reclame WLb* a com-
pensation.
S_nce the results of the voting were made public and
the above statements as well, it would seem that the value of
the petite reclame" is somewhat oroblema tical I
1911 Alphonse de Chateaubriant carried ytt the prize in
1911 for Monsieur des Lourdines, his story of a country gentle-
man of Poltou'et his nrodigal son. It is not surnrising
that Chateaubriant, son, grand-son and neohew of painters,
should 6how a deeo eopreci'- tion fo the beauty of nature and of
its Influence on those who belong to the land. ?LIichaud notes
that this moving story is p novel "of the secret life" anpear-
lng in English under the title - "The Key Note," and Lalou
1\
1
r
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remlnds us that une confidence of the Dlx in the writer's talent
was not mis;laced, for in 1923 he won the Grand Prix de Roman
for La Briere.
This year (1911) Gaston Chefau was again prominently
mentioned for the prize, this time for La Prison de Verre.
1912 In 1912 the sharp controversy over the award brought
about the resignation of Leon Hennique as president of the
Academic Hennique felt too keenly the responsibility of cast-
ing the deciding vote between Julian Benda, author of L 1 Ordina-
tion, and Andre* Savignon, author of Les Filles de la Pluie, in
whose favor the tie vote was broken.
The sub-title, Scenes de la vie ouess^ntine, indicates
the setting, the island of Ouessant, "l'4le perdue." The book
is a collection of strange teles of a once proud people akin to
the Bretons but now debauched and disappearing since contact
with the mainlanders. The setting is unusual and the customs
of this island j so near and . et so remote from France, were at
that time little known to the reading public. However, it is
doubtful v/hether the writer shovred as much real literary talent
and intellectual originality as the runner-up who belonged to
the group of Peguy's Cahiers de la Qulnzaine.
1913 Tne next year, 1913> after eleven days of discussion
and examination, another story of the off-shore islands won tne
7- Modern Thought find Literature in France - by Regis Llichaud.
Funk and Wagnalls Company New York and London. 193^«
-\
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prize. This was Le Peuole le la Mer by Marc Elder. Octave
Mlrbeau, now president of the group, supported the candidacy
of Leon Werth's LeS^alson Blanche, while Descaves upheld that
of Elder. Another book prominently discussed was Le Grand
Meaulnes by the promising y ung writer Alain Fournier, killed
In the War the following year.
Koirmousier. It depicts their primitive passions - pride, envy,
lust - and above all the lrrislst^ble attraction of the sea
which sooner or later brings tragedy to them all. The pictures
of the homes with their pitiful souvenirs of those lost at sea
and of the plight of women left behind, are dramatic and moving.
This writer finds the book starkly, objectively realistic - a
scene in primary colors; harsh, unflattering, even brutally so,
yet effective and not without art.
Summary The Pri* Goncourt was awarded eleven times from 1903
1903 - to 1913. At no time after the first year did any
to Deffoux, the selection of Nau's Forc n ennemle
required only five minutes In 1903 > '"hile in 1913 It took the
"Dlx" eleven days to make up their minds to crown Elder's Le
PeuDle de la Her.
As time went on the Academicians apparently became
more and more shar >ly divided into "homines de gauche" And "homraes
de droite." This was especially noticeable at the time of Kennioue's
resignation as ^resident.
Le.Peuole de la Mer deals with the fisher- folk of
1913 book receive a majority at the first vote.
1-
.
•
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1-
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One notices too, that the members were not at all
reticent about making public their manner of voting and their
differences of opinion. We have mentioned the answers of Des-
caves and Bourges to the question of Rene' Benjamin concerning
voting procedure. Another example is interesting: in 1906
vhen an article in Gil Bias by Charles-Louis Philippe and Eugene
Montfort intimated that the award to the Tharaud? had been
pre-arranged between certain members of the Academy and the
publisher (Pelletan), Mlrbeau is aaid to have commented: "Charles-
Louis Phllin^e on aural t bien du lui donner ce prix. Aux
deux premieres tours de scrutin, J 1 ai vote pour lui avec Justin
Rosny .... au troisieme tour, j 1 vote' pour Dinglcy il
y a deux ens, oournuoi n'avons - nous pas donne le prix
a Crulllamln? 3$, Vie d'un Simple est .... un des plus beaux
livres qu'on a falts depuis longtemps .... Oui
,
Jus^qu'aN
present nous n'avons oas donne7 les or'.x que nous aurions du
donner 1
Much as we enjoyed Fraole's La I.'aternelle , we must
admit that we agree with Llirbeau in his estimate of G-ulllamin's
work
.
Correctly or incorrectly, it -an common belief also
that considerable outside influence was brought to bear uron
the members, particularly by Barres in the early days and
later by Pierre Mllle.
The factors mentioned above may explain to some degree,
the orerjonderance of regional novels in the select! ns. Perhaps
—% L f
r
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raen of letters find the geographical novel, like the weather
as a subject of conversation, the safest choice v/hen factions
disagree.
Judging from the amount of material available on most
of the orize winners of this decade, it is evident that as a
group they have been successful. Ifoselly (l$~[0 - 19I0), Nau
(i860 - 191S ) and Pergaud [1&B2 - 191*0 have been dead many
years, but one can scarcely open any publication dealing with
French literfture without seeing the names of L!iomandre,
Chateaubriint , FaJfrere and the Tharauds orominently mentioned.
We know that Frapie f s novels dealing with the psychology of the
street urchin have b c en deservedly popular; the Leblonds made
a name for themselves with their colorful colonial novels and
their social investigations or " enquetes"; Elder published a
series of novels and collections of essays noteworthy among
which are those dealing with Octave Mirbeau whose literary
follower he has been; concerning 3avignon the writer has not
been able to find so much information as about the other laureates
but a list of his novels in the International Who's ',Yho, shows
that his reputation must be not inconsiderable.
Whether these writers would have been equally success-
ful without the distinction of winning the Prix G-oncourt, is
difficult to say. Certainly the H re'clr me" helped to focus
public attenti n even on those who had already made some literary
reoutatlon, and the five thousand francs was in all nrobabillty
acceotable
.
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Since the Academicians themselves could not agree as
to whic? book on the lists to be considered was most worthy of
the orize according to the stimulations of Edm.nd de Goncourt,
it would be only presumptuous to make any arbitrary statements
here. '.Ve have therefore considered these books chleflv from
the point of view of interest and value to the American student
of the French novel and as such opinions are volunteered.
Among the eleven books thus far discussed, the writer
finds those of Frapie and Chateaubriant most genuinely moving;
that of liiome.ndre most charming with its combination of fancy
humor and its "amere saveur de 1 1 experience; 1 ^that of Farrere
most disturbing for the picture of the Viclousness of the
super-clvili zed group it presents; that of Nau most confusing;
and that of the Tharauds most admirable for clarity of style.
Here we find the French language used as the American student
is taught to expect to find it used - (and is so often dis-
appointed) - precise, polished and brilliant.
& Les Nouvelles Li tt£ra ires
,
February 13, 1937 ^* Daireaux:
Wlomandre Prince de la fantaisle.

CHAPTER III
THE YEARS OF THE WORLD WAR AND
FOLLOWING - 191^ - 1919
191^ In 191^, the first year of the War, for the first time
since it began to function, the Acade'mie Goncourt made no award.
Many hooks announced by the publishers did not appear therefore
it was decided that in fairness to candidates no prize would be
given that year, but two awards would be made the following year.
However it was not until two years later that the double prize
was given.
1915 In 1915 Rene Benjamin's Gaspard had little opposition.
That M, Benjamin appreciated the situation is apparent from a
statement appearing in L 1 Eclair a few years later: 1 je l'al
eu," said he in speaking of the award, "une annee ou 11 n'y
avait posltivement aucun concurrent .... mais Je l'al eu
et .. j'aime ceux qui me l'ont&onne. Ce sent tou6 grands hommes
ie lettres, inaccesslbles a ce que n'est pas leur c jnviction.
One unfamiliar with Gaspard might thin): from the above
that the book is without merit. Such is not the case. It is
remembered years after most of the rar books with their violent
polemics and poorly developed characterization, are dead and
forgotten. Although it is in some resoects Just another rar
novel, the name character is outstanding. Gaspard is the
1. L'Eclalr - November 26, 1921. Quoted by Deffoux
•-
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French poilu as the world likes best to think of him: of
humble origin, yet gay and gallant; boastful yet brave.
It was not accidental that the writer knew so well
the French soldier. He was himself wounded before Verdun and
wrote Gaspard in the hospital.
Besides being a novelist Rene' Benjamin Is a humorist,
Journalist, playwright, biographer and student of music. One
critic ^says that he well represents the virtues of the old
bourgeosie - well mannered, clean, an excellent lecturer, faith-
ful to his family. The same critic makes the following brief
but pointed estimate of Gaspard more than twenty years after
its first appearance: "La premiere partie de G-aspard est
remarquable. C'est celle Ob i'. Benjamin rappelle ce qu'il a
vu. Dans la deuxieme moitiey il imagine. C f est moins blen quand
il imagine."
1 9l6 Two prizes were given in 19l6. Henri Barbusse received
one for Le Feu end Adrien Bertrand the other for L'Appel de Sol.
Le Feu is probably the best known of all the French
war books. More than three hundred thousrnd cooies were sold
in four years. It emphasizes the misery of war - the filth,
the suffering, the indescribable smells. It was a reaction
against the flag-waving heroics of the day and Its stark realism
was hailed with relief by those fighting in the trenches, weary
of the "bourreurs de crane" far behind the lines.
"It was ghastly but it was true and combined pathos
2-Lucien Dubeck - M. Ren£ Benjamin ou les vertus bourgeois.
Les Nouvelles Li tteraires
, October 17, 1936
<t
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with common sense," says Mlchaud.
Censorship in 19l6 was ourely military. Soldiers were
not concerned because the author used words generally considered
obscene. The men in the trenches talked that way and as long
as a book revealed nothing Jeopardizing the safety of the army,
disregard for ordinary proprieties of speech was passed over.
For all that many considered the book dangerous from
a military point of view. Its defeatist Philosophy and stress
on the horrors of war was considered demoralizing to soldiers
and civilians alike. The "Dix" themselves were not in unanimous
accord and since they have never felt it necessary to present
a united front to the world, Leon Daudet's Action Francaise
did not hesitate to raise its voice "vlngt fols" 3aga in8 t what
Daudet considered "la ^acheuse recompense."^"
The other prize winning book, L'Appel du sol, re-
ceived the award with but one dissenting vote, that going to
Maurice G-enevoix's Sous Verdun. L'Appel du sol has its full
share of scenes showing the horror and filth of war but it makes
an attempt to explain why men are willing to go through with
this suffering. It is exactly what the names ("L'Appel du
sol") implies. In the author's own words: "Tous, lis avalent
perdu leur Individual '.te'. lis X'e'taient dIus qu'une cellule
de la nation .... lis etaient une oartie de son sol, comme
"5, Roeny
Def foux
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les nitres de la foret voislne et comme 1 1 eau qui courait dans
le vallon." Believer and non-believer alike through different
channels of reasoning come to the same ccnclusion voiced by one
of the characters, Vaissette: "si loin que nous soyons l'un
de l 1 autre et que nous demeurions, c'est pour ide'al Identique,
mon capi tains cue tout a I'heure votre sang et le mien abreuveront
ce beau sol francais," and Vaissette like the author himself
goes out to die for France.
L'A^pel du sol has vivid and moving scenes of life
at the front but the phil osoDhi zing of the characters often breaks
into the oicture. However it is through this philosophizing
that the author reveals his theme. He does not attemot to ex-
plain why the terrible things he describes take place, merely
?;hy men go through with them and from his explanation perhaps
some of those in the trenches found inspiration and those at
home a sort of comfort. After all, in spite of defeatism end
demoralization, thousands remaned true unto death to an ideal.
1917- ^ n 1917 and 191S the awards were again given to war
191S books, the former to La Flamme au poing by Henry
Malherbe, and the latter to Civilisation by Georges
D..uhamel.
La Flamme au polng deals with the Innermost reflexions
of a sensitive and cultivated soldier to whom apoear the three
mystic personages who c ntrol his destiny: H le souvenir,
L' amour, et la mort s nt venu6 ce solr - lb k moi. Je les ai
vjs .. en des incarnations troublantes. Et comme nous ne
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craignons plus rien et que nersonne ne peut longtenms nous
etonner, Je leur ai parle co^me a de nouveaux camarades de
bataille. Je sentais bien .... qu'il allelt se passer
quelque cho 3e d'excessif et d'insolite .. que Je me trouverais
....face a face avec les lnconnus qui regnent sur m n destin."
Before death from a wound, second sight seems to come
to this soldier. He reads the thoughts of his family and
friends as they gather around him; he listens to a dialogue
between the hill that is alaout to receive his earthly *body,
and the tree that will spread over the place "la melodie de
ses feuilles baissantes . 11
This book, though vague and unsatisfactory in many
resoects, reveals a sensitive appreciation of what war does to
the soul of the individual. It ccnta^ns chaoters truly poetic
in feeling, particularly , Dans les ruines de l'Abbeye, Notre
amie la musique and the above mentioned Dialogue de l'arbre et
de la colljne.
191S From the point of view of literature the best of the
war books crowned by the Academy, is Civilisation which, as we
have said, was awaifed the prize in 191S.
This book is far lese violent than Le Feu but more
effective in the long run because it reveals more human under-
standing. There is real fellow-feeling for the men the author
learned to know so well during his service as an army surgeon.
Civilisation oontinues and c< m^letes hie previous war book, La
Vie des Martyrs, in which he showed the same poetic sensitive-
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ness to what was going on In the confused, tortured minds of
unsung heros. Now and then there is a glimmer of humor con-
tributing to the life-like quality of this thoughtful and
thought-provoking book. "The war enhanced his (Duhamel 1 s) faith
in the individual man, but it shook his confidence in civiliza-
tion. "5
Modern civilization with its selfishness, rivalry
between nations and its materialistic standards, Duhamel con-
siders responsible for thejbgonles of the countless thousands
who died in the War. This is a false civilization; thousands
have been its dupes. - 1 Quand je parle avec pitie7 de la civilis-
ation, Jesaie ce que Je dis; et ce n'est pas la tele'graohie sp.ns
fil qui me fera revenir sur mon opinoin ... On se trompe sur
le bonheur et sur le bien. Les £mes les plus gen£reuses se
tromnent aussi, parce que le silence et la solitude leur est
trop souvent refuses. J'ai bien regarde7 l 1 autoclave sur son
tr'r.e La Civilisation n'est pas dans toute cette pacotille
terrible; et, si elle n'est pas dans le coeur de l'horame, eh
bien, elle n'est nalle part."
That, we think, sums up quite adequately the author's
attitude towards a materialistic, mechanistic civilization, or
what passes for civilization.
That LI. Duhamel has not lost his humanitarlanism is
attested by the following ouotatlons: "Depuls la Vie des Martyrs
5/ Michpud: Duhamel, Romelns, and i&nanlmism; Mod. Thought and
Lit. in Francis.
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Georges Duharael n'a cesse de donner des livres, consacres les
uns et les autres aux homines a 1* abandon, tou jours aussi
sensibles et toujours plus re'flechis , and, "Duhamel a la
conneissrnce de l'homme; ]de meme II en a le respect et l'amour."7
The latter tribute was oaid to the author on the
occasion of hi s election to the Academie Francalse in 1935*
M. Duharael' s closest competitor for the 1913 ori^e
was Pierre Benoit whose refreshing Koenigsmark was hailed
with enthusiasm by a public tired of war and of .var books.
Until the last vote Koenigsmark was the favorite and even then
Bourges, Daudfct, Descaves and Rosny Jeune held out for that book.
1919 According to reports the decision in the case Civil-
isation versus Koinigsmark was attended by interested, sometimes
humorous, but not hostile comment, but the following year, 1919
»
an award was made which brought down a torrent of criticism from
the nress.
The book in question was A^l'Cmbre des Jeunes Filles
en Fleur by Parcel Proust. Those supoortlng Proust said that
it was time the Academy crowned a book of peace after so many
war books and that Proust's work was strikingly new anr" different
in technique.
The favorite of the opposition was Les Croix de Bol6
by Roland Dorgeles, which most critics agree is "one of the
6» Maurice Martin Du Gald in Les Nouvelles Litteraires for Nov-
ember 23, 1935.
7. Gaston Plcard in Les Nouvelles Llttf'rn'res for June 27, 193&

best works of fiction springing immediately from the War"^ This
book with its clear-cut statements, absence of unnecessary mat-
erial and sober, Lapartla] point of view, was in direct contrast
to that of Proust where long, involved sentences filled with
minute observations and analyses confused the average reader
and infuriated the critics. Proust was further reproached for
hlsjsnobbishness and because he seera-d to be more a dllletant,
a man of the workd. than a writer. Furthermore he was forty-
five years old and indeoendently wealthy. "As if," n.To;e Proust'
stauncn supporter, Rosny alne, "this had not been the case with
Nau, with Fraf'ie, as if Barbusse was not forty- two years old
when he published Le Feu I"
After receiving the Prix Goncourt the price of the
winning novel Jumped from five francs, fifty centimes to eleven
francs and Proust's previously published books achieved sudden
notorelty. The Proustian cult was launched I
I Whatever one may think of Proust's technioue - the
"backward tactics" used to recaoture oast time, the Involved
and subtle analyses of oocial types, the reoorts on his own
mental processes cropping out in the most unexpected places -
or of his subject-matter and characters, the fact remains that
his influence has been enormous.
Speaking of this Influence eleven years after the
3. Wright: C. H E.
A History of French Literature K« Y. Oxford University
Press. Copyright 1912, 1925
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av.rard an eminent critic said: On ne peut plus parler d 1 amour
apres Proust comme avant lui."9 And still another writer in
193^ sums up a chapter devoted to Froust with these significant
words: "Thanks to him, the field and methods of fiction have
some entirely new aspects; and in psychology he has produced
a revolution as astounding as that of Copernicus and Galileo
in astronomy or Einstein in modern physics. His Influence has
been world-wide, and none of the new writers surveyed in this
book has escaped it We cannot know our own times and
Ignore the Proust complex. "10
Summery The 191^ - 1919 period was dominated by war books.
191^ - Five out of the total number crowned by the Dix be-
19]
9
long in this category. Proust is included in this
section because at the time he received the a~erd war
books were still being prominently discussed as candidates and,
as we have noted, a firm minority held out for that excellent
work by Roland Dorgeles - Les Croix de Bols.
G-aspard (1915) probably remains M. Rene Benjam nte
best piece of characterization and one that stands out among
the myriad characters of fiction created during the '.sr.
Henri Berbusse's Le Feu created the most sensation,
we believe, more than any other war book until the German All
Quiet on the '.Yes tern Front by Remarque, which did not appear
until more than ten years after the Armistice.
% Ben .1 ami n Cremleux
10. I.:ichaud
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Duhamel's Civilisation is the most broadly humanitarian and
understanding, aspects which we have already discussed.
In solte of the overwhelming number of war novelists
represented during this period, it is undoubtedly Proust who
has had the most influence of any writer of the decade. It
is true that he had been fairly well received by critics prior
to 1919 > but it was the Prix Goncourt which brought him to
the attention of an up to then comparatively indifferent public
The violence of the arguments pro - Proust and con - Proust
which filled the press, were excellent publicity.
As for Proust's competitor, 1. Dofgeles, though he
never received the ori ze of five thousand francs, in 1929 he
was elected to membership in the Academie G-oncourt itself -
at once an honor and a compensation.
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CKAPTER IV
THE PERIOD OF THE TWENTIES (1920 - 1929)
1920 In 1920 the orize was again given to a novel of
peasant life in that region of France known as the Bocage
Vendeen. The recipient of the award was Ernest Perochon and
the novel, Nene, a soberly written and moving story of a young
servant girl on a farm, who finds the ingratitude and faith-
lessness of those she had served too great to bear.
The setting is extremely interesting, particularly
the descriptions of the customs of that strange religious
sect called the Dissidents still existing in Vende'e.
Perochon was reconanended to the Acade'mie by his
friend Gaston Che'rau1
,
eeveral times defeated candidate for
the award, who wrote an admirable introduction to the book.
The frets that Nene had been published away from
Paris, at Niort, and that neither the book nor the author had
received much attention in Paris, were hailed as circumstances
ouite in keeping with the desires of the Ooncourts to discover
and encourage unknown writers.
This award helped to "de'terrer" the Dix from the
"champs de navets" to which they had been consigned by the more
vociferous factions of rress and public after the nrevious
year's award to Proust.
1. I'. Che'rau became a member of the Acade'mie 0-oncourt in
1926.
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1921 Alas I This reinstatement into grace was but short-
lived. In 1921 another clamor arose when the prize was given
to BatoiAa, Rene/ Maran' s novel of the negro life in Equatorial
Africa. 2
We are told that the candidacy of Maran was supported
by G-effroy who had a weakness for ropeganda novels and was
less concerned with thepurely literary merits of a novel than
some of the other members.
And Botonala, advertised by the publisher as a
"veritable roman negre, is a propaganda novel with the weak-
nesses of the propaganda novel as such together with those
peculiar to the author.
-
In the preface Maran calls upon his "freres en esprit,
ecrivains de France" to crusade against the wrongs committed
by incompetent or indifferent officials In the once rich rubber-
producing regions of Equatorial Africa, so ruthlessly depopulated
and laid waste by Europeans.
The author with "an axe to grind" rarely writes
artistically and in this case the language and construction
are particularly awkward. Lalou, with customary severity, says
the book is written in a "Jargon cue l'^n croyait reserve a
la parodle des traductions de romans russes." The point of
2. "Au88i ftfraes-nous copieu^ement injuries. (919) Ce
pire au'avec Charles - Louis Philippe '• On nous enterra
danc le chamos de navets. II fellut ... nous de'terrer
(1920) pour ly us rc'cnt rrer aords le noir BatoujLa."
- Rosny, afn4 in L'Academie Goncourt. Cres. 19^7

view, however, is noteworthy; that of the negro, not that of
the white man writing about the negro. This is a radical de-
oarture from the point of view of the usual colonial novel
and it W8S that aspect of the v/ork no doubt which appealed
to the (roncourtian s in search for "hardiesse.
"
Maran has not entirely succeeded in arousing sympathy
for the negro, largely due, we believe, to errors in judgment
in the selection of material presented. After reading the
preface, oratorical and unliterary as it is, the reader is
prepared to be at least ooen-mlnded about the negro queetica.
Then the novel defeats its own ends: instead of stressing
scenes showing the injustice and vlciousness of the whites
in the tropics, the author emohasi7es certain primitive tribal
rites and customs which he describes in revolting detail. Even
a comparatively unprejudiced repder finds it difficult to 3hed
tears for peoole treated like dogs, when apparently they lack
most of the virtues com;.only associated with dogs. Indeed
DJouma, the little red dog, is practically the only character
in the bo ok in any way decent or symoathetic. The natives are
I "two-timing," degenerate crew; their animalism is not a
healthy animalism. In all fairness we admit that contact with
the whites is responsible for much of the degeneracy, but as
the facts are stated in what the author repeatedly Insists is a
"roraan .. tout objectif," we are not convinced that the numer-
ous tribal rites upon which the writer dwells were any less
prevalent before the arrival of the whites. Neither are we
r1
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convinced that the triangle, drama, Batouala - Bissibingui -
Yasslguindi, would be any the less sordid. As Andre Billy
says, 1 .... Le sujet raeme de roman n'est oas tou jours une
excuse a* son extreme erudite'. I
We wonder vhether Rosny and his associates were really
astonished, after this award, when they aga^n found themselves
" enterre^s" beneath an avalanche of criticism.
1922 The winner of the 1922 prize was Kenri Beraud,
lawyer's clerk, art critic, antiquarian, novelist and Journalist.
At the time of the announcement that his books, Vitriol de la
lune and Le Liartyre de 1' Obese, had been awarded the famous
Prix, the author was in Athens covering an assignment f r
Le Petit Parlslen.
We do not know how long the laureate had to wait
before being informed of his good fortune, but we do know
that the choice of the second book mentioned, Le Mertyre de
l 1 Obese, was a pooular one. The Dix, ir'ho one year before had
found their reputations burled with Batouala in darkest Africa,
were once more "deterres."
The book is written in the first nerson, as one fat
man speaking to another - or rather, to several others. This
story "cue les malgres prendront nour un llvre gai"3 is dedicated
to an imposing list of the author's corpulent contemporaries
including M. le IZare'chal Joffre, Paul Souday, Luclen G-uitry .
J. The author on the dedication nage
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the publisher, Albin Michel^and several others equally well
known.
Le Martyre de 1* Obese Is not a great book but it is
a clever one that became immediately a sensational best seller.
The author reveals that he posses se.- more than the average
imagination, an aptitude for delicate satire and for
rowdy humor in one and the same book, and a rea"1 gift for
handling risque situations without coarseness. He writes
vigorously and has a sane philosophy recognizing that even the
"martyres" have consolations end compensations which, paradox-
icrlly speaking, made their "martyrdom" tolerable - if not
actually enjoyable.
The other book coupled in the award, Vitriol de la
lune, has been given scant attention by critics of the decade.
It is a semi-historical novel attempting to explain the last
days of Louis XV. The subject matter and treatment are n t
without interest but the book pales in comparis n with the
verve and vigor of its fellow.
Mlchaud tells us that "an anti-lntellectualist by
Instinct, BeVaud's ertistic temper is that of a realist, and
he led with oerfect gusto a buoyant cam -Deign, a few years ago,
against Andre Olde and his scho >1 in Le Croisade des longues
Figures
.
n
1923 The award the following year (1923) went to a very
different type of book. This was Lucien Fabre's Rabeval on. le
I'al des Ardents, a powerful story of the rise and fall of a
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modern financier.
Rabevai is a thoroughly twentieth century type, not
in his unscrupulousness or his versatility, but in his feverish
passion for activity, his inability to recognize vrhen he has
enough. He was a "brilliant, neurotic, sadistic child, .ypocrit-
ical as well as cruel. He took young kittens from their mother
and gave them to the dog to tear to pieces before his fascinated
eyes; he hurled an open knife at a shop keeper who had caught
him trying to rob the till; at the same time,, at presommunion
instruction, he delighted the Brothers with his zeal and piety;
he excelled in his studies and had a positive genius for figures.
As he grows older his methods of acquistion and of
vengeance btocut less crude, infinitely more subtle, but fund-
amentally he is the same Rabevel. He double-crosses business
associates, robs widows and orohans - in a rerfectly legal way;
he betrays the ^oraen who love him, and he forfeits the right
to acknowlege his son - a truly bitter blow for the broken
Rabeval we find at the end of the book.
Although nowhere Is it definitely stated the theme
appears to be two-fold. In a sober, yet dramatic way, the
author demonstratec two very o".d adages. First: "Blood will
tell." Rabevnl is the logical product of his corrupt heritage;
he does not belong to the decent, honest family of craftsmen
who brought him uo. And Secondly : "The mill 6 of the gods
grind slov:ly but they grind exceeding small."
The extremely well-timed use of occasional melodrama
and the fact that everyting that transpires is so utterly
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logical , carries weight and conviction to the develo ement of
these themes.
The 1923 award, in this writer's opinion, is one for
which the Academie need make no apologies.
We note in passing that Fabre was among the first
disciples of Paul Valery In Poetry and that he has written
essays on the theories of Einstein.
192^ In 192^ the Dlx presented the prize specifically to
Thierry Sandre's Le Chevrefeuille although le Purgatolre,
Athene and Le Chapitre Trelze were also aimed at in the award.
The first mentioned 1b the story of a man married
to a very possessive woman, Jealous of his friends and of his
work. The War gives him a way out of a situation become in-
tolerable. He changes clothes with an* unrecognizably mangled
soldier and allows his wife to believe that it is he who is
dead.
The styles seems ouite undistinguished.
The second book, Le Purgatolre, is a chronicle of
experiences of French officers In a German prison camn. It
is a book filled with hate, not of '.Vrr and of the suffering
it onuses as was the case with Duhamel, but hatred of Germany
and of the Germans, a hatred so muoh the more intense because
it was bottled uo for eight years before exploding into print.
w J'al longtemps attendu avant de livrer au public mes impres-
sions de caDtlf," says the author. *Je lee ai longuement
oort^s. Depuis nlus de sept ans, Je suls sortl des orisons
allemandes. Kale, aujourd* ' hul
, 15 Hare 192^, en relisant les

notes que J'e'criveis en 1916* > Je ne trouve pas un mot a y effacer. 1
The book is full of observations like the following:
M It est certain oue l'Allemand est fourbe de naissance, traftre
par temperament et vil de toutes les manieres." And again,
they, the Germans, ere all "des hommes mechants et sans honneur,
Jaloux et sans humanlte, et . . . ils ont tous une ame de tortin-
naires, s'ils ont une ame I Je m'exprime let sans passion, Je
le Jure.
Without passion? Perhaps I
Le Purgatoire has been discussed here because it
appears that the student of French literature will be interested
in the psychology of a writer who, so long after the War, would
not erase one word of his hymn of hate. The other two books
of Sandre will not be discussed.
19^5 Maurice Genevoix whose 0 us Verdun had been proposed
for the prize in 19l6, received the 1925 award for Raboliot,
the story of a poacher in the old province of Cologne.
In Raboliot the author shows a real talent for
characterization. Raboliot, his wife 9.ndrine, the ^rde
Tournefier and particularly that appalling child - Delphine, the
rural counterpart of the sharp, sly child of the city slums, are
all exoertly painted. The characters are a part of their setting
the wooded country of Sol ogne which is described in detell.
Here again we have a reglonalist novel, the favorite
choice of the Acadenuie Goncourt in a difficult year. The critic,
Gaston de Pawlowskl, 4 remark? in p review of the book in
question, "Le Prix Goncourt, §1 oela continue, pourra etre
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decerne par la Societe de Geographie," and goes on to make
several pertinent observations about the book and the character
i
of the award, He notes that the prize Is given to H. Genevoix,
not to the book: "L 1 Academie des Dix attribue ses recompenses,
n *n point precisement aux romans, mail, de oreference aux
auteurs. Elle marque ainsi son desir de releguer le roman au
second plan et de laisser au Prix Goncourt unjcaractere personnel
de nrotection envers un Jeune auteur dent la situation lui
paralt lnteressantt Si l'oftuvre (Rabollot) est d'une
realite' -renante, elle manque d'envergure litteralre: c'est de
1 1 imoressionisme, ce n'est ooint le style oui merite, oar sa
co.:.positioim, de passer a la posterite."
We agree with the criticism that the faults of the
book are largely those of style and composition. The psychology
is sound and as we have said, the characterization well delelooed.
The reader interested in the fortunes of previous
laureates and candidates will be interested to learn that in
1925> Henri Beraud, vrinner of the 1922 award, ran that perennial
writer of best sellers, Pierre Benoit, a close second in popul-
arity "'ith his Le Capucln Gourmand. In this year too, Camllle
Uauclair, so ardently supDorted by Roeny lilt for that first
award in 1903 » was a<t l**t ouite handsomely rewarded for the
work of years. This was not by the Academie Goncourt to oe sure,
but by the Academie Francaise. "auclalr was considered for
\t Ler Annales Polltiaues et Li tteralr^r , December 27, 1925
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Le G-r^nd Prix Litte'raire but on the death of General Mangin,
soldier, explorer and writer, the prize was posthumously
awarded the latter, while a prize of equal value called Le
Prix d'Acade'mie, went to Mauclair.
1926 In 1926 the award was given to book which this writer
found disappointing: Henri Deberly's Le Supplice de Phlire.
The title indicates the subject matter. However,
if one expects to find passion leading to an Inevitably tragic
conclusion in the manner of the Greeks or of Racine, he is
mistaken. The author builds up suspense, we read on expectantly
- and what hapoens? Absolutely nothing 1
Helene, the modern Phedre, falls in love with her
step-son Marc, the Hippolyte of 1926. The latter comnrehends
nothing of the guilty passion of the young steo-mother, and it
is precisely this total lack of comprehension that saves Helene
and the sanctity of the home: "Hi en d'ell^-mene, de sa vertu,
de ion caractere n'etait compromis a ses yeux." It was for a
different reason than she had feared that Marc had clumsily
p.tiemoted to commit suicide; he pees her 1 tctAl trche." The
"sup-lice" is ende
,
her passion is wined away By a wave of
thankfulness and relief as she assures the wounded ooy, "on
trouve tou Jours sa vlellle maman auand 11 vous la faut, pauvre
petit homme de deux bous." There the book ende *
The author tells us that what He'lene feels for Marc
is passion but what he deolcts is not npssion as mo6t of us
understand the term; it is a guilty, temporary infatuation.
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The style of the book is unobtrusively good and if
one may Judge from reviews, !*. Deberly has written novels more
worthy of his talents than the one here discussed.
5
1927 The prize winning book for 1927 was by an author until
then little known and his book had wha t is termed Mun succes
de sc^ndale." The author was Maurice Eedel and the book,
Jerome 60° Latitude Nord.
This novel contrasts the traditional conventionality
of French women with the freedom of speech and manners of their
sisters in Scsndinavla.
For obvious reasons the book was n:>t received as a
compliment by the Norwegians at home or In Paris, and one of
the rather amusing repercussions was the announcement by the
latter colony that a prize eoual to that of the coveted Prix
Goncourt would be awarded to the book best exalting the virtues
of the Scandinavians.
U. Bedel issued a statement that no criticism of the
Norwegian woman was intended but apparently few oeoole accented
the statement as being entirely true.
M. Benjamin Cre'mieux^ says that from a strictly
literary ooint of view, "le livre ne oresente pas dans le
domalne du comioue ou de 1' humour, 1 1 origiralite' cue Edmond
de Goncourt 3ouhalted du laureat de son prix. Ni le c^ntenu,
nl les procedes, ni le style ... ne s:nt tres personnels. 1
For example: Panloche, and L'Impudente.
Les Annaies Politiques et Litteraires, December 15, 1927

The critic goes on to say that for all this the
author deserves all the success he has had and that he has
admirably profited from the lessons of Giradoux, Morand and
laurels. He has less finesse than the last nased writer but
"un sens beaucoup plus vif de la caricature et un es rit plus
pe'tillant.
"
If subscribe without reservation to 1A. Cr&nieux's
estimate of the book end of the author. It seems to us fair
and accurate.
In oassing we note that another book many thought
might win the prize in 1927 w&s Marc Chadourne's Vasco.
192g The next award (192S) was given to a book with a
setting 1 ar removed from that of any previously crooned. This
was Un Homme se penche sur son passe by Maurice Constantln -
Weyer, a story of the wilds of northwestern Canada. The author
had already made some reputation as a "Jack Londn francais"
with hi 8 tales of the Canadian North and the award served to
focus attention upon him.
The average American reader would feel quite at home
with Jn Homme se ->enche sur son oasse', once he got by the
rather awkward title, and found himself in the well known North
woods with traopers, guides, pioneer farmers - and a beautiful
Irish girl i All this is auite "American" in the manner of
London or Curwood at his best; so, too, is the vigor and direct
ness of the author. The psychology, however, poes much deeper
then in the usual American novel of this kinl. The elements of
conflict, though extremely well develo ed, nre le 88 oure J y i -

physical and the author makes pointed and penetrating observa-
tions on racial manners, customs and psychology, such as are
seldom found in an American novel of this type. We see that
the French come in for their share of barbs as well as the
Irish, the Germans and the Indians. In fact the unkindest cut
of all goes to the Bretons for their slovenly housekeeping.
M. A. Schlnz? tells us that other novels voted on for
the or'.ze in 192o include: Flambeaux Eteints by P. E. Cadlllhac,
Ceux de Trimarc by Marc Stephane, Double Vie de Gerard de
Nerval by Rene Bizet, and Le Crime des Justes by Andre' Chamson.
1929 Marcel Arland's L'grdre to which the Dix gave the
Prix Goncburt in 1929 is, like Fabre's Rabeval, the story of
a young man afflicted with that restlessness of ost-war youth
freauently called the new "mal de slecle". Like Rabeval it
is a sober work in three volumes and as in Rabeval the hero
comes to a bad end - in each case a oalnful death. Y/hile
Rabeval takes out his restlessness in scheming and plotting,
ruthlessly making his way to the top in the workd of finance,
Gilbert Vlllars does not get much of anyv.hpre. He never gets
what he wants out of life, never "finds himself" because he
fails to realize until too late what he might have had. He
dies a lingering death from cancer surrounded by the kindnesses
of those he had most wronged, h's brother Justin and Justin's
wife, Renee. They feel only oity for his '.vested life and,
Justin at least, a sense of the fatality of everything that
7. French Literature - Interna tlonal Year Book, 192S
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has happened to them.
The style is unadorned by literary flourishes of
any kind; there are no strikingly vivid scenes yet the sum
total is impressive. The author has done an outstanding piece
of work in compressing so much into three small volumes with-
out neglecting any of the necessary technical builders of
story. The characterization is, we think, on the whole better
than that found in Fabre's Rabeval. In the latter the name
character is splendidly portrayed; he overshadows all the
others who are more or less types with whom Rabeval comes in
contact. In the Arland work we find the minor characters more
individual and there are three equally well developed major
characters. One of these, Justin Villars, the man whom suffer-
ing develops into a person of true nobility of soul, sums up
what we interpret to be the author's reluctant conclusion as
well as his own. It is after the death of that fomenter of
discord, Gilbert, at end of the book that Justin say6, 1 Que
de beaux dons gache's I . . . comme si tout ne devait dps fatalement
rentfir doji3 l'ordre."
That soeech is "French" in all its implications - the
respect for ability and the chagrin at seeing it wasted and
above ell the emphasis on "l'ordre."
Records show us that the other candidates most
prominently mentioned for the 1 29 prize were Jean Giono, author
of Un de Bsuraerges and winner of the Brentano Prize in 1926
for La Colllne, and Henri G:.eon, author of Les Jeux de l'enfer
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et du ciel.
1920 - The decade of the twenties was characterized by a
19?9 restlessness, a lack of any tenable philosophy of
Summary life and a feeling of frustration as people found
themselves out of tune with their environment. This was of
course reflected in the literature of the period as « glance
at any representative list of writers will reveal.
The laureates of the Academie G-oncourt representing
as they do serveral literary genres, illustrate the same
tendencies , as the grouo as a whole. There is much intellectual
activity but it is frequently aimless and consiouently results
in false premises and hastily drawn conclusions. Style suffers.
There seem to be no Flauberts or G-autlers to weep over the
Inability to find "le mot Juste,"
Looking over the G-onc:urt books of this decade, it
seems to this writer that if one were to pick out the book
most likely to live, it would have to be the first on the list
- Ernest Ferochon'p Newe. Beautifully written, compressed,
the story simply told as befits the subject matter, Nene is
Indeed a little classic of rural life.
I For the most illuminating pictures of certa n ohases
of twentieth century life, we turn from the snortest of tte
books under c nsideratlon to the two longest: Luclen Fabre's
Rabeval and Marcel Arlnnd's L'Crdre, both of which have been
quite thoroughly discussed above.
For freshness of style and the gift of imagination
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Be'raud stands out among the writers of this period. His Le
IZartyre de 1' Obese has qualities which should make it popular
as long as there are fat men to "be "jiartyrs." 3eraud is a
born story teller.
The other novels crov;ned during this d-cade all
have certain merits of style or of point of view but from a
strictly literary angle we find nothing thet apoears to be
of permanent value.
<I
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CHAPTER V
THE PRESENT DECADE I93O - 1937
193^ The first prize of the new decade went to another
geographical novel, Henri Fauconnler ! s Malaisie.
The title indicates the setting of the book, Malaysia,
where the author soent many years as a olanter. He loves the
country and understands the Malay oeople for whom he has great
admiration as being a peoole essentially refined in spirit.
Ke particularly admires their poetry with which few Europeans
or Americans are acquainted. Contrary to many white planters
and officials in the East, he does not believe that the first
duty of the white man is to stanr;. out native culture and to
"civilize" the inhabitants. The relationship between master
and man as brought out in this book is on a very high plane
and it is because of this mutual respect, we are told, the
author has himself had unusual success in managing his
plantations.
Though the setting is exotic and Fauconnier tells us
much of the mystery of the East, it is not an exotic novel in
the Loti sense. There is romantic haze through which the
writer views characters or setting. He is Interested in the
spiritual and mental struggles of the people rather tran in
their external surroundings
,
though the latter are faithfully
reproduced.
Michaud calls the book "instructive;" Ehrhard1 calls
it Mun tres beau llvre" -7e f?nd it both.
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The outstanding characteristic of the book 16 the
dramatic portrayal of Sma'll, the man gone amok. It Is the best
thing of its kind this writer has ever read.
It is Interesting to learn that Fauconnler comes
from a gifted family of musicians, artists and writers as well
as planters . He is Interested in gardening, painting and the
piano as well ^s literature. This diversity of interests keep
phit from writing as much ai many would wish.
1931 The Prix G-oncourt went in 1931 to Mai d 1 Amour by Jean
Fayard, author of Oxford et Marguerite, a book which had
attracted considerable attention some years before.
Mai d'Amour is a psychological novel dealing with
the l.D7e-life of a young man after the War. There are three
men, of which the hero - Jacques Dolent Is one, all in love
with Florence, a "femme fatale" who inspires in her lovers a
passionate devotion persisting even after her untimely death.
Florence is much more human and generally aopeallng than most
of the socalled fatal women of literature. V»'e concede her
charm but consider the coincidental oilgrimage of two her lovers
to the sea shore resort where each had in turn been loved by-
Florence, rather iar-fetched and little absurd. Even niore so
Is Jacques discovery of the third lover now living as a simple
1. Ehrhard, Jean E. - Le Roman Franc.als Deoius Marcel ^roust.
Editions de la Nouvelle Revue Critique. Paris
2. This last Informati n comes fr m a review of LialalsJe by
Jaccues ChaTd nne in Lec Annales Politioues et Litte'rjiter,
D'cember IS, 193^ • Incldently ValalsJe first aopeared as
a serial in LatJovvelle Revue Francaise
•I
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fisherrnen in that same resort.
The characters seem a little old-fashioned and the
way in which Jacques reacts to his ":.lal" is not the way of
post-war youth. The young man definitely mopes.
The neurocic tendencies of the hero, the careful
analysis of sensations, and particularly the minute descriptions
of the characters, every feature and gesture, all indicate that
Fayard was deeply influenced by Proust. The descriptions of
the women as they appear at their picnic with Jacques, the
resort setting of a large oart of the story, the rather snobbish
estimate of Florence's sister and her husband, all recall the
Proust of "A 1' Ombre des Jeunes Filles en fleurs."
The analysis is interesting, the style pleasing -
considerably less complex than Proust's, the characters appeal-
ing in Spite of the unconvincing ending of the story, yet there
seems to be nothing stprtlingly new or original .
Two characteristics decidedly not Proustian are the
rate with which the action unfolds and the brevity of the novel,
only one hundred and twenty-six oages including pictures. This
movement combined with a talent for careful analysis . suggest
that, given a different ti.eme, M. Fayard could s-ln a lively
tale.
Aside fr 'in the awarding of the prize to the book Just
discussed, the yenr 1931 8aw tn© Acedemie Goncourt *nd its past
laureates considerably in the line-light.
In October, Grasset, the publisher, printed an article
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in his Nouvelles Litteraires3 an article intitied "Feu le Prix
Goncourt" in which he accused the Goncourtians of utterly dis-
regarding the purposes for which their group was founded. He
said that all sought was "to favor undeserving and discontented
authors, and that some good Journalists could do more to bring
before the public really good literature."
U. AJabert took up the cudgels in defense of the
Academie and the quarrel continued for months.
The storm of feeling aroused by the aopearance in
1930 of Scenes de la vie future by Georges Duhamel, laureate
of 191S, also continued into 1931 snd that too indirectly
brought the D.x to the attention of the public.
Among the books prominently mentioned in the reviews
of the year we find many by former laureates notably: Peroch.n's
Marie Rose lechaln, Beraud's Lee Lurons de Sabolas, Genevoix's
Rrhon - said to be a very original story of a cat, fionstantin 4
Weyer's Napoleon Laronde, Sandre's Monsieur Jules, and collections
of short stories by Ferrere and Benjamin. Also in honor of
the Colonial Exposition celebrated that same year, L'lle enchantee,
la Reunion, by the brothers Karius and Ary Leblond.
1932 In 1932 the Dlx awarded the famous Prix to a book
which in sise at least made up for the brevity of the 1931
winner. This was Guy Mazellne's Lee Louds which, in spite of
its title, is not an animal story.
The setting is extremely limited for so bulky a novel.
Except for a brief ercaoe to England by one of the younger
3. Les Kouvelle^ Litteraires - October 3JL, 1931 - quoted by Prof.
Albert Schinz in French literature, International YearBook.l9fcl
.

characters, every one stays at home and everything takes place
in or about the great commercial and industrial city of Havre.
The central figure is Maximlllen Jobourg, one of
those unfortunate sons who has neither the ability nor the
energy to live up to his father's refutation. Maximllien is
surrounded by his wife and children, all very different yet
all possessing marked family traits Inherited from both sides
of the house. The terrible drama of family dissension is brought
about by likenesses quite as much as by differences and outside
interference. The whole story concerns the Jobourg family
and to a lesser degree, their best friends, the Durbpns. These
characters are vividly drawn end are oulte universal. We all
recognize Maximllien Jobourg, his wife, L'arie Jeanne, his
difficult children, and that formidable old dowager, his mother
who is any man's match in slyness and unscrupulousness.
The book is filled with the tragedy of misunderstand-
ing, in large oart due to malicious gossip and Interference and
culminating in the suicide of the unfortunate IJpjrimlllen.
The author convincingly gives the lie to the rr-ther
commonly upheld position that slender and insinuation are almost
exclusively the province of women. The male roesips in this
book are as finely drawn as any this writer has ever met in
literature.
The technioue of the writer makes it oractlcally
impossible to skin any of its more than six hundred closely
orinted nages without missing something of importance. He te^le
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what one character Is doing, then goee b^ck and ex-lains what
is happening to the others at the same time until the reader
knows what practically ever; character has been doing at a given
time. This element of time is amazingly well-handled consider-
ing the number of characters and that the personal drama of
each is unfolded.
Mazeline apparently harks bacii directly to Balzac
whose influence is more plainly dlscernable than that of any
intervening writer.
We find in the December 1932 issue of Les Annales
Politiques et Li tceraries , the following estimate of Les Loups:
"un tres beau roman , en tout point digne du prlx, et un
candidat remplis6ant toutes les conditions requlses, a cette
seule reserve ou'il est parti un peu tot. Les G-oncourt n'aiment
guere e^tre devance oar 1' opinion."
1953 The 1933 arize was given to Andre Lialraux for La
Condition Hume Ine^, the story of a little groun of Communist
leaders in the Chinese Revolution.
The ohyslcal struggle happens to be localized in
China but the real drama is the stru • le in the souls of the
characters wnich might teu:e place anywhere, in any unsettled
age. In this oreoccupatlon with what he calls "le Trouble
lnterieur," and in v:hat Ehrhard calls his "scepticisme
desesnere," Walreux shov. ? himself to be a disciple of Andre
Glde.^ We find men seeking the meaning of life, ready to lay
down their lives for an ideal and at the same oiaie w ndering

if there is anything really worth while. Cne feels that these
characters are perpetual revolutionaries; it is the struggle,
not the victory, that is the essential. Once the ideal is at-
tained, they find it empty and, if they are still alive, they
seek anew to attain the unattainable answer to the riddle of
life.
illchaud's estimate of the b ~>ok is extremely interest-
ing: "Through a fantastic atmosphere of t?rror and flight
Malraux has beautifully seized the groolng instincts of the
crowd", the growth of the terrorist comolex, the lust for death,
desoair and self-annihilation .... A communist, a realist and
a mystic, there is a strange and fascinating glov in his books
and a complexity of thoughts and sentiments which makes them
rich in psychological as well as social information, a true
epic of modern revolutions."
lgjjj Capitaine Conan by Roger Vercel was chosen by the
Acade'mle Goncourt for the 193^ award.
This is the story of the ermy of occupation in the
Balkan countries following the Armistice in 191S. The name
character, le Capitaine Conan, a red-faced little Breton, was
brutal md coarse, forever In trouble with the authorities for
breaches of dlsclollne or for disregarding the rights of
4. Alors^ue Berres n*a su oue donner des cons'ils, Gide a »
montre cctte lutte entre nos asoirations et notre volonte
de le8 domlner ou de.les utllitef, cue J'eopellerri le
trouble lnte'rieur. A la raoltie' de ceu?: qu'on eppelle les
Jeunes, it a re've'le^ La conscience lntellectue' le" - Andre'
Malraux, cuoted by J. E. Ehrhard in Le Roman Francrls*
Depule Parcel Prou?t. Editions de 1p Nouvelle Revise
Critique Paris. Copyright date not given.
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oitikena in the occupied territory. His men, "cinouante
terrlbles tyoes lui obeissalent mieux cu'au bon DieuJ <^^** were
known as w le groupe franc." Conan got them out of trouble
when they little deserved it, bullied them and spoiled them by
turns, and had them with him to a man when there was question
of a fight. "Le groupe franc," says the lieutenant Norbert
who tells the story, "Je me rappelai qu'ils ne tueient si bien
aue oarce qu'ils avaient le gout de tuer. lis me f^rent horreur
dani le meme instant ou Je songeals qu'ils m* avaient sauve
7 la
vie.
"
Vercel has given us a masterly portrait of Conan
who, with all his brutality, had an unexpected sense of Justice
as was shorn by his attitude in Erland desertion case, an in-
cident occupying a prominent place in the book. He knew his
own character and he knew what other officers thought of him,
so when the lieutenant De Sebve said to him, "nous ne pouvons
pas nous entendre, et Je vais t'ex^llquer d'un met pourouol:
Je suis mllltalre et toi," he could Interrupt, "raoi, Je suis
neut-etre ce qu'on appelle un guerrier 1 "
In this reall ration of his own limitations lay his
tragedy. War was his trade; without it he is no hero for all
the crosses and medals hang'ng on the wall. Erland, the little
deserter, bought back his reputation by giving his life In the
encounter which had saved Norbert. He would be forever a hero
but Conan thlngti would be different sfter the war.
When we see him several years after his return home,

a fat pasty-faced, prematurely aged man, slo-ly dying from an
incurable disease of the liver, re understand his dlspairing
cry, "S i J'y etais reste comme lui (Erland) J3a aurait ete rigolo V
The author has given us vivedly drawn pictures of the
officers of the French army of occupation and of life in the
occupied territories. The style is simple and direct and the
story told quite objectively. Part of its effectiveness is
due to its being related by an ffleer closely associated with
Conan, one of the few who really knew him.
IL. Vercel knows the region which he describes and was
well acauainted with oost-war conditions there. He served on
government commissions for seme time in Central and Eastern
Europe and, according to the brief biography on the jacket of
the book, was the first French officer to enter Transylvania.
In addition to being a novelest Roger Vercel is "universi talre
,
docteur es lettres, professeur des lettres au College de Dinan."
1935 Joseph Peyre received the prize in 1935 for Sflng et
Lumleres, known in English as Glittering Death. Like many of
the writers awarded the Prix "Goncourt, Peyre had already achieved
considerable reputation and in 1931 received the Prix de la
Renaissance for L'Escadron Blanc.
Sang et Lumieres takes place in Spain on the eve of
the resent revolution. Already occasional bombs are being
thrown and country estates looted and burned, among them that
of Ricardo Garcia, the hero.
Ricardo is a bull fight pr who has retired from the
ring following a serious injury. His health is broken and his
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nerves unstrung from the strain of the old life, yet to regain
his former reputation and to extricate himself from a desperate
financial situation, he returns to the arena.
Everything works against Ricardo: his own broken
morale, the yellow cress of Madrid, the devices of his enemies,
and above all the predatory cruelty of hi a mistress, IZadrilena,
v.-hose extravagance plunges him further an further into debt.
From the beginning we know what the outcome will be -
a gory death before thousands of Jeering spectators, those same
thousands who had formerly idolized him. There is no surprise;
only a tense waiting for the inevitable.
Though 8 little long drawn out in the latter stages -
(it is hard to remain tense so long) - this slow build-up to
the climax is on the whole extremely 7/ell done. The story as
such is slight but character and setting are employed to
sustain the action. Ricardo and the other toreadors are well
portrayed and the background is almost a character in itself as
in Hugo's Notre-Dame de Paris or Loti's Pecheurs d'Isklande.
There is nothing here of the romance of "Sunny Spain"
so dear to writers of popular fiction, nothing glamorous about
the toreador. He lives under the shadow of death in a land
ap roaching an unknown destiny. As for the "fatal woman" in
the case, Madril np is a sorry descendent of the immortal Carmen
For the very reason that the Picture is nainted from
s sympathetic view point, the story being told by one of Ricardo
few faithful friends, it is a more powerful argument against
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bull fighting than any tract could possibly be.
1936 L'Empreinte du Dieu by l£axence Van Der "eersch was
the novel designated by the Dlx for the prize in 19J>6, The
candidacy was the preceding year unsuccessfully supported by
DescsVes for Invasion 1^ which "Ma^ua d'une demi-voix ... le
Prix.
"
This novel takes niece ^long the Lys on the frontier
between France and Belgium and along the Dutch and Flemish coast.
The background is remarkably well pictured. The author has a
poetic and mystical appreciation of the sea, the dunes and the
plcturesoue Flemish countryside. His depiction of the city of
Anvers where much of the action takes place, and his conception
of what a history of such a city should be, is epic in o.uality.
With this view oolnt he has the realist's eye for detail and
an interest in the hidden drama of domestic relations.
Like so many writers of the realist-naturalist tradition,
Van Der L'eersch is far more successful in depicting low and
weak characters than those he would have us believe are fine
and noble. The peasants, smugglers, itinerant workers, and
women of loose character are real and cnvlnclng.
Domitlen Van Bergen, the novelist-hero of the book,
has both the virtues and the weaknesses of genius. He is not
"croyant;" the only immortality he demands is to live on in his
work and in his child. Domitlen is to a certain ooirtt a power-
ful figure, yet one feels that he falls short of what the author
Intended t make hi...
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The twc women who love Van Bergen, Wilfrida - his
wife and Karelina - niece of Wilfrida and mother of Van Bergen's
daughter, are less successfully drawn, particularly Wilfrida.
Her attitude in this peculiar "manage a* trois" is rr.ther too
noble and her final decision, even after prayer end anguish, to
take Karelina back into her life in order that she too might
have near her the child of her dead husband, is scarcely con-
vincing. Such a thing, improbable as it is, might oossibly
happen in real life but in fiction it does not ring true.
The ending of the book and the death of /an Bergen
at the hand of Karelina' s brutal husband, may be in part explained
by the fact that to a considerable degree Van Der V.eersch is a
Catholic apologist like Mauriac whom he greatly admires.
Indubitably the author is a writer of talent from
whom we can expect better things than L'E^preint*. dew Bleu.
1937 In 1937 much wa6 made of the fact that two of the
winners of important literary prizes are Belgian or half Belgian.
One is Charles Plisnief, winner of the Prix Goncourt, and the
other Jean Rogissart w nner of the Prix Renaudot.
A Belgian critic5 quoted by Gaston "lcard, says of
the former award: "Pour la oremiere fois, le Prix Goncourt a
ete decerne a un ecrivpln beige, et c'est la un evenement pour
le moins sensatlonel. Graces en solent rendues a* Jean Adalbert
- un des Dix - qui le oremler osa parler d'une 'naturalisation
de 1' esprit et du coftur. 1 En cour^nnant n^tre compatrlote ...
Frant? Steurs . Wercure de France, Tome 281, Jan. 1, 193**.
Revuea de la Qulnzalne; les Joulnsux ne* Gaston Plcard.
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I
la libre confrerie . . . honor e . . . un auteur de chez nous cui
a sa olace perml les meilleurs ecrlvains frencais de ce temps."
M. Picard designates "le Regionall ~me" the real winner
of the 1937 prizes, an oolnion largely confirmed "by a glance
at a list of x-he important awards.
However, Faux Passeports, the work of 11. Plisnier is
not a regional! st novel although much of the individual drama
takes place on Belgian soil. Michaud cal" s the book a "recueil
de nouvelles" but the five pieces of work in this collection
are not "nouvelles" according to the commonly accented defini-
tion of the word: "composition litteraire de petite e'tendue,
qui tient le milieu entre le conte et le roman." They are
rather semi-biographical chronicles, what we loosely term
"articles", dealing with the aotlvities of several communist
agltatiors between the y ars 1919 and 1935* Much of the
incident is founded on fact and although names, locations and
details are changed to suit the author's puroose, several events
and oersonnages are recognizable. Many of these nersons died
for their cause - "le Parti," some reneged and some betrayed.
All are clearly portrayed and the relations between them and
the "Je" who tells their stories are always sufficiently intirnte^
to be convincing.
The author assures us that this "Je" is not himself,
that this use of the first person is a llterrry device, but
6. A discussion of the 1937 awards raay / be foufld in The French
Review, Vol. XI, March 193S: L'Anne'e Litte>aire by Re'gis
L£ichaud.
•-
c
1
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when we learn that M. Plisnier Is a "commonisti repenti" we
wonder whether the disillusioned view point of the story-teller
is not after all that of the author himself.
This collection is interesting for the thorough study
of people concerning whose activities the average reader in
non-communistic countries has heard much "but actually knows
little or nothing. The book is well written without any out-
standing individuality of style. The author has chosen incidents
and characters that are striking and, as is the case with Vercel's
Capitaine Conan and Peyre»s Sang et Lumieres, the use of the
first person heightens the effect of reality.
We note here that although most of the awards have
been made for novels, Goncourt mad^ provision for other types
a work exclusively in prose, (see introduction).
1930 - This writer finds it striking that of the seven books
1937 Just discussed so few are definitely "French 1*, in
the restricted sense of the term. Those falling into this
group are Les Loups, Canitaine Conan and Mai d'amour. The first
mentioned is a detailed study of family life in a milieu unmis-
takably French and related in the traditional Balzacian manner.
Capitaine Conan is depicted with the objective fairness of the
French intellectual. We doubt whether any foreign writer would
have seen Capitaine Conan in precisely the same light. The
last mentioned, Mai d'amour, is an intensely personal study of
the love-life of a young man suffering from a "mal" move common
-!
•
!
r
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to pre-war than to oost-war youth. Of the three boo.s in
question this one most closely conforms to what American readers
have been taught to expect in a novel of this genre.
Let us consider the other books crooned by the
Acade'mle Gone yjirt during this period: Malaisie, Sang et Lumieres,
La Condition Humaine, L'Empreinte du Dieu and Faux Passeports.
In lialaisle Fauconnier does not write as a Frenchman visiting
an ex^otic country and observing its customs. His point of
view is thoroughly colonial; one feels that the author is
part and parcel of the land of which he writes, Llalraux's
La Condition Humaine and Plisnler's Faux Passeports are inter-
national in tcne. 'Ve have noted that Pllsnier is Belgian, not
French, but for all his book, or that of Kalraux, reveals of
the nationality of the vrrlter, either one might as well have
been written by en American, a Russian or what you will, as y
a Belgian and a Frenchman. Peyre's Sang et Lumieres could have
taken place nowhere but in Spain and at no time except on the
eve of the Revolution could all the factors contributing to
Ricardo's d wnfall have been possible. Here we must admit
that the student, on the watch for such things, gets here and
there the feeling thet the story te ler is not actually a
part of the drama he relates. However, we believe that due
to the skill with which the background is reproduced and to the
Intimacy of the raconteur with Ricardo, the average reader in
auest of plea.-ure of information would soarcely notice that the
book is not "Spanish" in every resoect. Lastly we caune to
11
f
IT
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Vsn Der IZeersch's L 1 Emprelnte Du Dieu. Like the name of the
writer this book is Flemish in tone. His literary masters as
stated in an interview with Luclen Descaves, may well be Lioliere,
La Fontaine, the Rousseau of (Les) Confessions, Balzac, Flaubert,
Zola -" bien entexdu," Dickens and Tolstoy. 7 Frm them he has
learned methods of analysis, literary style and technioue, but
the underlying feeling of the book his Flemish and Van Der
^leersch's Catholicism is Belgian mysticism, n^t French. Be-
tween the two there is a difference very difficult to define
but possible to recognize.
Of the books selected by the Adademie G-oncourt during
this still incomplete decade, those which have made the riost
impression on this writer are Ualaisie, Les Loups and La Con-
dition Humalne. Things do n?t change so rapidly in L'.alyasia
as in Europe or America, so we believe that Feuconr.le* 1 s well
written and informative 000/. will be enjoyed and appreciated
by arm-chair travelers for many years to come. We are told
that Lee Louos and its sequel, Le Caoltaine Durban, w«re among
the best sellers of their respective v~ars. The bulkiness of
the former may be against it; continued popularity but this
study of family relations is very sound and the expert handling
of the time element, which we have already discussed, should
be of interest to tne student. Malraux reveals perhaps the
7. Quels sont aujourd' hul les vrais descendants d'^mlle
Zola? - Par L^on Descaves, Les Nouvelles Litteraires,
October 17, 1936
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most inspired and complex talent any of these writers.
!£ichaud's excellent appraisal of this author's work has already
been quoted. It will not doubt be quite worth while to watch
the further development of this writer.
r
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
In the section dealing with the founding of the Acad-
emie G-oncourt it was brought out that the apparent purposes of
the brothers Goncourt were to provide for ten men of letters a
yearly income sufficient to permit them to devote themselves
to their profession, and to establish an annual prize of five
thousand francs to be conferred on jeuness, hardiesse et talent."
Though examination of their Journal and of the famous testament
indicates that by providing for this Acaderaie and this prize
they might reaD posthumously the recognition they never had in
this life, we believe that the G-oncoiits were sincerely confident
that the literary future of the country would well benefit by
their bequest.
Opinions differ as to whether the Academic lens : ave
lived up to the stipulations of the testament and as to whether
the awards have been worth while.
The position of any Jury is a difficult one. Doubly
so is the situation of a group forced to make a decision in a
matter in which individual tastes, politioal and social back-
ground, outside influences, interior dissensions and the like,
olay an imoortant role. Neither does the fact th- t the atten-
tion of the Press throughout the nation, and even in foreign
countries, is focused unon them make the position of the Acaderaie
more comfortab]e.
The terms "Jeunesse, hrrdlere et talent" have caused
re
the Dix untold hours of argument sometimes ending in a compromise
or a conversion of opinion satisfactory to all, but often with
a determined minority holding fast for their nomination. How
often can the Acade'mie Goncourt, or any other group, agree on
one author who is young, bold and gifted with i.Laginatl :n, all
at the same time and in desirable prooortion?
This question at once lesds to others such as: How
young is young? Does the word 1 jeune4 refer to a writer's
chronological age or is "Jeune" until he h- s achieved some
literary reputation regardless of his birthdays? Y.'e recall
with ™hat intensity this question was discussed at the time of
the award to Proust in 1919.
The word "herdiesse" presents equal difficulties of
interpretation and brings Up the problem: To what ooint is
daring commendable in presenting a. new theme, a new ooint of
view or an innovation in style? Just where should one draw the
line between desirable boldness end bad taste or sensationalism?
Certainly we cannot expect the "hommes de drolte" and the "hommes
de gauche" to agree on that point 1 Xet neither would we wish
to see the Acedemie Goncourt made up entirely of either group.
It is stimulating 8nd healthy to have a militant minority in
any organization.
We come now to the word "talent" and the ouestion as
to how talent should be rewrrded. Ie the Acade'mie expected to
recmnense the talent that seems full of promise for the future
or should the emphasis be palced on achievement to rtate? Again
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a controversial question.
Jules Renard, a member of the Academie Goncourt for
the two years preceding his death in 1909, very neatly indicated
the difficulty of making a satisfactory choice. A portion of
a dialogue by this author is quoted:^"
-- Qu'est-ce que done cette Academie Goncourt?
-- Une Academie de plus, exactement une Society
litteraire ....
-- Qu'est-ce qu f un bon livre?
-- Isolement, chacun des Dix le sait, mais reunis,
pourraient-ils se flatter de le savoir encore?
We have suggested that this necessity for compromise
may be one reason for the large number of regional novels
crowned by the Dix. Though this is in all probability a con-
tributing factor, nevertheless it is a fact that after the wane
in popularity of books dealing with the World War there began
a revival of interest in the regional or sectional novel not
only in Prance but in America as well where it still continues
to share popularity with the novel dealing with social and
political questions.
We have learned that the members of the Academie them-
selves recognize the difficulty of coming to a satisfactory
conclusion and that some of them at least *re willing to admit
errors in judgment on certain occasions.
1. Paris - Journal, 14 decembre 1908.
Quoted by Le'on Deffoux in L'Academie Goncourt, reproduced
in Vingt-Cinq Ans de Litterature Prancaise. (See Mon^_ fort
in bibliography.
r
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Attention has been called also to G-rasset's
sweeping statement that the G-oncourtians have utterly failed
in their mission and that the awards fall only to discontented
and undeserving authors.
On the other had we find critics deploring certain
awards but commending the work of the Acaderaie as a whole.
Among these is Jean E. Ehrland who says, M?our un romen, le
titre le olus sur ? la fsveur des lecteurs etait d* avoir obtenu
un orix litteralre. Le Prix G-oncourt ... reste au premier
rang: les Dix ont eu le merlte de couronner les fre?es Tharaud
(1906), B.-rbusse (l$L6), Duhamel (1913), Proust (191- ),
Arland (1929) et Fanconnier (1913), on a attribue' au caprice
des natural! stes de l 1 Academie certains votes surprenants,
tels que celui de 1921 1' Acade'mie Goncourt eut d'
autre part, sur tout a ses debuts, un gout sans doute excessif
pour les romans rusti ues et rcgionalistes . i^ais elle demeure
la plus haute autorite en la matiere."
One discovers also in a book on .France published
as recently as 1977, the names of three of the winners of the
Prix Goncourt designated as younger men of exceptional talent,
namely: Andre Mal^aux, ^arcel Arland and uuy Haze line.
We have previously mentioned the reputation many
of the prize winners have made for themselves, oome have not
lived up to expectations, several are now dead, and some to
be sure had already attained considerable fame before re-
ceiving the award.
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In any case winning a literary T:rize vd.ll not carry
an author very far if he does not continue to give the public
"books that are at least up to the standard of the prize winners.
There may be a "brief selling "boom" due to publicity but many
an author has found to his sorrow that such a "boom" is short
-
lived.
If, on the contrary, a writer has something to con-
tribute to the literary world the chances are he will contri-
bute it, prize or no prize. Yet if the "reclame" attendant
on such an award serves to focus attention on his work, who
can truthfully say that the prize is without merit?
Taking into consideration all the difficulties
mentioned above and realizing the fallibility of human Judg-
ment, this writer believes that in sr>ite of some "facheuses
recompenses" - as Leon Daudet terms them - and some equally
"fp.cheusesw omissions, the Acade'mie uoncourt has acquitted
itself well. We do not agree with certain critics that the
awards are without merit when, without even mentioning the
Qualities of several lesser lights among the thirty-five
laureates to date the Acade'mie ^oncourt has discovered or
brought more forcibly to public notice twelve like the follow-
in.-: Jerome et Jean Tharaud, i?'rancis de Hiomandre, Alphonse
de Chateaubriant , Rene Benjamin, Georges Duhamel, llarcel Proust,
Ernest Pe'rochon, Lucien Fabre , llarcel Arland, Henri Fauconnier,
Guy Mazeline and Andre Malraux.
•1
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CHAPTER VII
DIGEST
|
w The first chanter of this thesis on the ftoncourt
Prize 3ooks was devoted to the founding of the Academie Goncour 4
including consideration of the terms of the famous Testament
of Edmond de Goncourt and of the difficulties which had to be
overcome "before the Academie could begin to function.
Following this introduction are four sections dealing
with the prize winning books from 190? to 1737 inclusive and a
conclusion. The years of the World War and the one immediately
following excepted, this discussion of the laureates of the
Academie Goncourt has been divided into decades. Since many
different authors and a variety of literary genres and points
of view are represented, it seemed least confusing to discuss
the awards in chronological order using the decade as ft con-
venient and not unusual unit of division.
We have attempted to make a critical estimate of each
book crowned by the Acade'mie and in many cases have related
circumstances attending the award and details concerning the
life of the author when the facts seemed to be of unusual
interest or to ex^lnin his literary and social conceptions.
After discussing the prize winning books of a riven
decade v/e have tried to select those which 3eened to possess
I
characteristics of interest to the American student of the
French novel and to reflect the most credit on the Judgment
of the Dix.
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In summarizing the decade 1903 - 1913 we noted the
moving qualities of Frapie's La Maternelle and Chateaubriand 1 s
Monsieur des lourdines, the charm of L'iomandre, the shocking
picture presented by Parrere, the confusing style of Nau, and
particularly the admirable clarity of the Tharauds which in
this writer 1 s opinion outweighs the fault of a slight stiffness
in their "mosaic" comnosi tions.
The next period, that of the World War, 1914-1919,
saw the Acade'mie G-oncourt give five out of six awards to books
dealing with the War. Among these Gasnard stands out because
of the appeal of the prolvonist . We have also mentioned the
sensation caused by Barbusse T s Le Feu, a book which reviewed
in the cold perspective of twenty years after see-is quite
lacking in literary value. i>uhpjnel T s Civilisation is remarkable
for the broad humanitarian! sm displayed at a time when angry
passions were at fever height. However, in spite of the over-
whelming number of War books, the one laureate who wrote of a
subject far removed from the conflict has outweighed all the
ar books put together in his influence on the next generation
of writers, i'his novelist is Marcel Proust and the work which
i
won him the Prix Gonco'irt i3 A l f Ombre des Jeunes lilies en
Fleur
.
During the "terrible twenties," the period of fads,
flaming youth and easy money, it appears that the Academie
Concourt in common with the rest of the world, went from ex-
tremes of conservatism to extremes of 1 hard i esse." This indeed
-f
r
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should not "be surprising to learn when one considers the general
restlessness and instability of the period. From the hooks
selected by the during these difficult times, attention was
called to the fine simplicity of Perochon 1 s ll&ne, the illuminat-
ing pictures of certain phases of twentieth century life found
in the works of Fabre and Arlpjid, and finally, the freshness of
style and imagination of Henri Be'raud.
We lack the proper perspective as yet to Judge with
any degree of fairness the books crowned during the present
decade. With full realization of the strong probability of
errors in Judgment, we have ventured to name three books which
appear to possess qualities of permanent value. These three
are: Fauconnier's Malaisie, Hazeline's Les Loups and Llalraux'
s
La Condition Humaine
•
After examining the winners of the Prix Goncourt from
1903 to 1937 inclusive and considering the difficulties of
choosing a laureate, we have concluded that that in spite of
some unfortunate decisions, the Acade'mie G-oncourt has acquitted
itself creditably and has performed a real service in discover-
ing or in further bringing to the attention of the public so
many talented writers. This encouragement has been of great
valur to authors who really have something to contribute to
literature. As for the awards to certain writers less deserving
and less competent, we have stated that except momentarily their
own loss is far greater than that of cither the public or the
Acade'mie. It would seem that exoept for the ill-considered
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disbursement of five thousand francs on certain years and some
unpleasant publicity, the Acade'nie has not greatly suffered.
When they found themselves "enterres" under a storm of
criticism the members have, according to their respective
natures, retired into their "tour d f ivoire n until again
"de'senterre's" or come out to tal\:e up the cudgels in defense of
their selection. It is noticeable that the group as a whole
has never since its inception been a retiring one devoted only
to Art and shunning rough contacts.
Thus we conclude this study with far more respect for
the Acr.demie Gone ourt than when we began it and a wish for the
continued, but not too easy, success in the search for
"jeunesse, hardiesse et talent."
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1933 - Andre7 Halraux - La Condition Humaine
1934 - iioger Vercel - Capitaine Conan
1935 - Joseph Peyre'' - aan£ et Lumieres
1936 - ilaxence Van Der Lleersch - L T Empreinte Du. i)ieu
1937 - Charles Plisnier - Faux Passysorts
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